
Finally, pure Pavement Preservation 
in Puerto Rico…!!



 2019: PRDOT begins to work on the microsurfacing specification for 
the first pavement preservation project.

 2020: Puerto Rico launches project #1 with Microsurfacing for 
bidding. AC-0011630 on PR-116, Lajas PR.

 2021: Puerto Rico successfully completes its first purely pavement 
preservation project on PR-116, Lajas PR.

 Location: Southwest of the Island, very dry, from km.13.2 to km.14.0 

 AADT (2019): 7,301 with 4.53% Trucks



PR-116 BEFORE 
MICROSURFACING TYPE II

AFTER 2 LAYERS OF 
MICROSURFACING TYPE II

Structurally stable but with 
a lot of weathering, 
ravelling, oxidation and 
cracks













Looking good without any 
detachments or reflection 
cracks on the main lanes 
where we use cracks sealing 
before treatment.

Some cracks on the 
shoulders without 
cracks sealing

So far, so good…!!!



 Next year we hope to have a second pilot project using microsurfacing. 

 We want to use not only microsurfacing but slurry seals on roads with low vehicle volume as well.

 Continue monitoring our pilot projects to use the data collected to convince the Agency Top 
Management that we have the technology available and the advantages of the pavement 
preservation methods for our road network.

 Use pavement preservation methods not only on low severity distress roads but on low to medium 
severity distress as well. 

    Using good crack sealing in combination with microsurfacing or slurry seal we can obtain a better
    benefit-cost result in the long term and we also increase the number of candidate sections for
    these type of treatments.
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